Our Company

Full Service Provider - Passengers, Freight, Operation and Maintenance

All around the world Hitachi Rail STS is a full service provider creating and developing for its clients new and upgraded railway, Mass Transit, Freight Lines and Operation and Maintenance.

From passenger to freight transportation networks, from urban to intercity and cross-border high speed lines, Hitachi Rail STS designs and deploys cutting-edge technologies to meet operators’ needs and optimize performance independently of traffic density and complexity.
Innovation and sustainability are key aspects for the railway sector. For this reason, we always includes the objectives of sustainable development into our activities.

Through our core business in the railway sector we can mainly contribute to the different Goals and more specifically for “Industry, innovation and infrastructure” (Goal 9) and “sustainable cities and local communities” (Goal 11). We contribute to the first by creating sustainable systems and solutions of high quality over time. For the Goal 11, we provide efficient and reliable services within and with cities and local communities through inclusive projects. We also focus our attention on the Goal 4 “Quality of education”, through support in school education, concrete systems of professional training and the development of talents and development of future leaders. So we also focus on the Goal 12 “Responsible consumption and production” with purchases and maintenance activities.

With these objectives, but also with a general view of all the others, Hitachi Rail STS pursues Social Innovation in developing products and solutions that really create benefits and solve problems for the company.